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The Table and the Candelabrum

 
Maimonides held that the Torah’s sacrificial cult is not an ideal form of Divine worship.  In his view, animal sacrifice is a primitive 
method of attempting to connect with God.  The ancient Israelites, like their heathen contemporaries, were accustomed to the practice; 
they were unready to discontinue it.  Accordingly, the Mosaic Code did not abolish animal sacrifice.  Rather, Pentateuchal law regulated 
the practice in order that Israelite cultic behavior be different from that of the surrounding nations (Guide for the Perplexed 3:32).  In 
other words, the Levitical Code was a bulwark against assimilation and idolatry.

 
Maimonides’ opinion concerning sacrifices was certainly not the consensus view of the medieval sages.  Arguably, it was, indeed, a 
radical departure from the orthodox rabbinic understanding of the purpose and eternality of the commandments. 

 
Yet one can find a similar opinion articulated, nine hundred years earlier, by Rabbi Levi in the Midrash.  He set forth a parable comparing 
Israel’s obsession with sacrificial worship to the case of a prince who had an uncontrollable appetite for non-kosher meat.  The king 
ordered that his son eat exclusively at the royal table in the hope that he would be weaned thereby from his lust for carrion and other 
forbidden foods.  By banning, outside of the Tabernacle, the mundane slaughter of domestic livestock by the Wilderness generation 
(Leviticus 17:3-5), God hoped, said Rabbi Levi, to wean the newly- emancipated Israelites from the idolatrous sacrificial practices they 
had learned from their Egyptian overlords (Leviticus Rabbah 22:8).  Scripture itself largely makes this point.  “And that they offer their 
sacrifices no more to the goat-demons after whom they stray (Leviticus 17:7).”  Clearly, some of the sacrificial laws are not timeless 
Divine commands, but reactions by the Heavenly Lawgiver to a specific theological corruption afflicting the Law’s earliest recipients. 

 
If the purpose of the sacrificial code was to steer the Israelites away from objectionable pagan practices, then one might expect the 
Torah’s cultic regulations to differ dramatically from those of other Ancient Near Eastern faiths.  In fact, however, there are many parallels
and overlapping features.  Rather, it was in subtle -- but nonetheless theologically instructive and significant -- ways that the Torah 
distinguished its cult from those of the neighboring heathens.  These nuanced differences can be discerned not only in the sacrificial laws 
recorded in Leviticus but also in the manner of the Tabernacle’s construction as recorded in the latter chapters of Exodus.  

 
In the ancient world, it was common for pagans to purport to feed their (inanimate) idols.  For example, in Pharaonic Egypt there were 
daily rituals to provide the pantheon of gods with food and drink. A famous Midrashic legend, traditionally taught to youngsters as they 
begin their study of Chumash, concerns Abraham in his father’s idol shop.  Terah assigned his son the task of feeding the carved figures.  
Abraham had a religious epiphany and, instead, destroyed them (Eliyahu Zuta 25).  

 
Scripture commands: “And on the table you shall set the Showbread, to be Before Me always (Exodus 25:30).”  At first glance, this might
appear to be an imitation of a pagan practice.  It is not.  There are many differences. Whereas the Egyptian practice of providing the gods 
with bread was a daily occurrence, in the Hebrew cult it was only a weekly rite.  “He shall arrange them before the Lord regularly every 
Sabbath day (Leviticus 24:8).”  Moreover, and crucially, unlike in the heathen cults where the deities would themselves, purportedly, 
consume the foodstuffs [priests would secretly remove the uneaten victuals so that the masses not come to disbelieve], the Showbreads 
were eaten by human beings and were not, remotely, intended to be eaten by God.  The Pentateuchinstructs the priests to eat the sacred 
bread (24:9).  A later Biblical passage intimates that any Israelite free from sexual impurity might properly consume it. (I Saumel 21:5).

 
Most significantly, the golden Table on which the Showbread was displayed was located in the Holy section of the Tabernacle, separated 
by a curtain from the Holy of Holies where God’s Presence hovered over the ark-cover (Exodus 26:35).  The bread never comes too close 
to God.   God, of course, does not eat.  By contrast, in ancient pagan rites a curtain was hung around the idols to afford them privacy as 

they “ate” their meals.  Scripture repeatedly uses the termמחוץ לפרכת“ ,outside the curtain.”  All sacrificial foodstuffs in the Hebrew 
cultus, including the Showbreads, were placed outside the Holy of Holies.  Only the offering of incense and the sprinkling of blood ever 
took place in the inner sanctum – and these occurred only once a year, on Yom Kippur, in a ritual performed personally, and only, by the 

High Priest.
 
Scripture twice notes that the Menorah had to be placed directly opposite the Table (26:35, 40:24).  Several further verses teach that the 
candle lighting performed daily on the Menorah had to take place “outside the curtain” (Exodus 27:21, Leviticus 24:3).  Just as there was 
a deeper theological reason for keeping the Showbread outside the curtain, so too was there reason for doing so in the case of the 
Menorah.  Man needs light to function.  We bless God daily in our morning liturgy for His kindness in illuminating the world.  Pagan 
deities, manifest as stone idols in human or animal form, also were thought to need light in their abodes.  An omnipotent and omniscient 
God does not need light.  As God told Solomon, He is satisfied residing in darkness (I Kings 8:12).  The Holy of Holies had no source of 
light.  When the High Priest entered on Yom Kippur only the glowing embers of his firepan offered illumination.
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The Aggadic masters were cognizant of this subtle message in Exodus 27:21.  The Midrash notes that logic dictates that the Menorah be 
placed inside the curtain immediately next to the ark.  Scripture commands precisely the opposite -- lest one erroneously conclude that 
God “needs” the Menorah’s light.  The Midrash further comments that a king will typically situate his lampstand to the left of his bed and 
desk.  Yet in the Temple, the table was to the left and the lampstand to the right, indicating that the Master of the House was not in need of
the lamp’s light (Tanhuma Tetzaveh 5).

 
As we read the latter half of the Book of Exodus, it is easy to be distracted by the luxurious, exotic, and mysterious nature of the 
Tabernacle, and to be caught up in the technical intricacies of its construction and the opulent craftsmanship employed in creating its 
cultic objects.   We should, however, make sure to pay proper attention to the serious theological lessons underpinning the layout of the 
Tabernacle and the way in which services were conducted in it.  

 


